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a. 	 Draw the pulse as it returns after reflecting from a free end (left box) and a fixed end (right box). 

__:;?L I I 	 -~ I 

2. 	 The diagram to the right shows a pulse traveling from one string 

____~(\~__~B_______to a denser string. In the box below, draw the reflected and 

transmitted pulses after the original pulse has reached point B. 


'.3. 	 The diagram to the right shows a pulse traveling from a denser \ ____~"~____B~__- string to another string. Draw the reflected and transmitted pulses 

after the original pulse has reached point B. 


4. 	 To the right is a two-rope system soon after a single 
pulse arrived at the boundary between the two ropes. 

If the "solid" rope is the denser rope, show with a sketch 
the original pulse that would have caused this result. 

5. 	 Express with words, symbols, and graphically the relationship between: ~ \ 
a. period (T) and frequency (1) -F-4-T a....re- ((\ ve....r-J e..l'J frr:>(>or+<:c::>{\c...-\ 

f'O(~ ToC. ~ ~ /l. r 1 / 
-r 	 ...,... ~ 
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b. wavelength (J..) and frequency (1) 

-FO(....L. 
~ 

c. wavelength (J..) and period (T) 

A 0( TTl / Yl 4--T ~ J.,.~-H:J r;ro(Jorf-;-o'ltN/ 

6. 	 A wave on Long Lake passes ~dOCkS that are 20 m apart. 
a. 	 If there is a crest at each dock and another ts between the two docks, determine the wavelength. 

~ -t (2.01"'") :: to .. (p 7 ~ =-/\ 
b. If 5 waves pass one dock ellery 10 ~ ieconds, determine the period. e wave. 
. '5 (..V ~J -:.ro _5 t+--z.. =- f T:- -L =-...L. -=- 2 ... G..'-<:>~<) ::;:., 

f t? 	 .;, e...G.-- L r 0 ( <;" if...:> o....ve... 

c. 	 What is the speed of the wave? G ( 
V-=- f-?\ ~(to. "1~(P. 5t-t'L) ~~~ 33 Mis J 
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7. 	 The wavelength ofa particular sound wave in this room is 1.05 m and its frequency is 325 Hz. 
a. 	 What is the spee~fthe wave in the room? I 

V 	=-f-7'I -=-- ~2-S H~ ((,0 S (\".) ~ 3'-l (A1 S 

b. 	 If you double the frequency of the sound wave, does its speed change? If so, by how much? 

11t e- 5 f e-e-c1. sl-e:u; ~ t-h fZ-; S aft? e.. FI~<.XfI. c.:J !~5" i'n de, eJl de/l+
o-F t-l-te- 5'fe-ed .. 

c. 	 What happens ~o the wavelength if you cut !he frequency in .half? ~ow do vol.} know? . +
X+ wou{o doub(e,,, -P+?l ~ M\(erre'(j ?~or \u'l~ 

8. 
SS.cm 

Mass = 200 g 

Resonant Frequency, 
DiagramMode Wavelength, A Wave Speed, v 

f 
F=- 'L-=. GrJ7/1 ~/5 07. ~ M./sII" L J M 

15t J J 0 c..-M (see.ed. 'is 'S~<:~~35.fr=-=::r - (P2 H-z.or l.. 10,.,<II 	 .. 
'"30./~ ,,~.f-?\ 

3rd ~ft«;$H7-J(O .. 3 p0\-	 185 Hz --"--/I~ ~ o. '3"7fY) :[ 67.9 Mis 1 

9. 	 The same string is attached to a hanging mass of 800 g. The linear density and the length of the string have 
not changed. Describe what would happen to the wave speed for the new situation. 

lh~ l'l\ c r~~ (\'\..~ 5 £..uc u td.. r" c. reO--S e. +KQ..
ter1 SlD() J feo...cL-C\.5 h CL ~+e.\ fA)0-~ Sfe-~ I 
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10. What is the speed of the waves --- --

in the string? 
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